
ABSTRACT

ALLEN, SHANAE D. An Integer Programming Approach to Selecting Individuals for
Transfer in Pedigreed Populations. (Under the direction of Dr. Yahya Fathi and Dr. Kevin
Gross).

Extinctions of various species are becoming more prevalent and as a result, zoos

now play an active role in the conservation of endangered species. It is widely recognized

that responsible population management practices are necessary to ensure the long term

survival of species residing in zoos. A central concern is to preserve genetic diversity of

captive populations in order to avoid detrimental effects on reproductive fitness and to

maintain the adaptive potential of the population.

When given the task of selecting individuals to transfer to new or existing pop-

ulations, zoo managers must take into consideration the genetic effects on all involved

populations. This is a challenge because the addition and removal of individuals change the

genetic composition of the population. The proposed integer program identifies a group of

individuals to transfer that maximizes genetic diversity within all populations. This model

is based on a measure of genetic diversity, proportional gene diversity, which is deduced

from pedigree analysis.

First, an intuitive, quadratic integer program is presented which considers trans-

ferring a given number of individuals from one source population to a transfer site that

does not contain existing individuals. This model is reformulated as a linear IP, which in

turn lends itself to further simplification. Two extensions of this model allow for (1) the

specification of demographic constraints and (2) the consideration of preexisting individuals

at the transfer site.



Data are obtained from the California condor studbook and performances of the

presented models are compared. Both the linear model and the simplified linear model

achieve optimality for a small demand. For larger demand, the latter comes close to opti-

mality in a reasonable amount of time. The performance of the linear IP models is compared

to that of an existing program used to balance genetic diversity between two populations,

MetaMK. MetaMK employs an iterative, user-based method. A user of this program selects

individuals one by one for transfer, as opposed to considering groups of individuals. This

method does not guarantee optimality. For the considered demand values, the IP model

identifies more genetically diverse groups of individuals than those found by using MetaMK,

although one selection procedure in MetaMK comes close to optimality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The combined effect of human population growth, diminished natural habitats, and

climatic changes have led to decreases in species diversity and vitality. The International

Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) predicts that one in four terrestrial vertebrates

(mammals, birds, amphibians, and reptiles) is currently threatened with extinction [7]. For

most critically endangered species, the only hope of survival lies in the protection of zoos,

creating the need for responsible population management strategies and conservation goals.

The preservation of genetic diversity is recognized as one of the top priorities in

global conservation by the IUCN [31]. Genetic diversity refers to the present differences

in the genomes of all individuals in a given population [15]. The amount of genetic di-

versity within a closed, captive population is measured relative to the genetic diversity of

the wild population from which the captive population originated, hereafter referred to as

the base population [22], [29], [12]. Due to the dynamics of small populations, retention

of the base population’s genetic diversity within the captive population decreases through

time (disregarding mutations) [23]. A common measurement of genetic diversity is expected

heterozygosity, or the expected proportion of heterozygotes for single loci [15]. This mea-

surement is used herein and the calculation of it will be addressed in the following chapter.

The motivation for thorough genetic management of captive populations is two-

fold. First, genetic diversity for traits responsive to selection is what enables adaptive,

evolutionary change. For many captive species with diminished or nonexistent wild popu-

lations, one goal is to once again establish wild, viable, free-ranging populations. This can

occur through reintroductions, the creation of new wild populations in part of the species’
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former range, or translocations, the addition of individuals to a pre-established popula-

tion [17]. A genetically diverse population would fare better after release, as the long term

survival of any population depends heavily on its ability to adapt to changing environments.

Reintroductions are a means to restore biodiversity and ecological function to

altered habitats. This is a fairly recent development in conservation practices: the number

of projects involving reintroductions of vertebrates was 124 during 1900-1992 and increased

to 424 by 2005 [33]. Some of these include the black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes), red

wolf (Canis rufus), California condor (Gymnogyps californianus), Przewalski’s horse (Equus

caballus przewalskii), and the Arabian oryx (Oryx leucoryx ) [34], [29].

Another motivation for stringent genetic management is that a lack of genetic di-

versity for some traits also has a more immediate effect on a population. Reduced genetic

diversity can be a result of inbreeding, which is commonly correlated to a reduction in

reproductive fitness, or fecundity. A reduction in fecundity within an inbred population

is referred to as inbreeding depression. This embodies reproductive rate, survival, mating

ability, etc. [15]. Several studies involving both captive and wild populations have shown

compelling evidence that inbreeding negatively affects fitness and survivorship. Ralls, Bal-

lou, and Templeton [30] considered 40 captive populations belonging to 38 mammalian

species and found that mortality was 33% higher in offspring from full sibling and parent-

offspring mating. Crnokrak and Roff [8] performed a meta-analysis on papers containing

157 data sets on measures of fitness traits in wild inbred populations of mammals, birds,

snakes, fish, snails, and plants. Significant levels of inbreeding depression were found in

54% of wild, inbred populations.

A practice that effectively slows the rate of decrease of genetic diversity is managing

the removal, transfer, and breeding of individuals by consulting a complete pedigree of the

population [23]. This level of management is optimal but requires complete control over

establishing successful matings and/or the ability to assess parentage of all offspring in the

subpopulations of interest. Additionally all births and deaths must be known and recorded.

For the aforementioned reasons, intensive and careful planning is required to ensure

that all populations under the control of zoo managers remain as genetically unaltered as

possible [15]. This is a challenge because the addition and removal of individuals change the

genetic composition of the population [11]. Frequently, when selecting individuals to remove

from one population and add to another, the ideal genetic management for the respective
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populations is negatively correlated. The focus of this thesis is to manage the transfer of

individuals between subpopulations such that genetic trade-offs are balanced.

Other aspects of management include consideration of the demographic needs of

subpopulations and the logistic factors of moving individuals among subpopulations; such

as, budget, transportation, and space constraints. Therefore, efficient planning is required

to ensure that all transfers between subpopulations best benefit the population as a whole

while satisfying these constraints.

Herein, an optimization model is developed to select individuals from captive pop-

ulations to create a new captive or wild population such that genetic diversity is maximized

among both subpopulations. This basic model is extended in two ways; (1) chosen individ-

uals must satisfy several demographic constraints, and (2) selected individuals are added to

a pre-existing subpopulation. The California condor pedigree is applied as a case study, as

this is one population for which the wild component is included in the pedigree. The per-

formance of the model is compared to results obtained from an existing program, MetaMK,

which is currently used to balance genetic diversity between populations [1].

The application and motivation of the proposed model changes from program

to program, as species’ population structures vary and as different goals are assessed for

populations in different phases of conservation. The need for such decision support models is

evident as zoo managers must transfer individuals between subpopulations for a multitude

of reasons – space constraints in zoo facilities, to prevent highly inbred individuals from

breeding, to create new captive populations, and to supply wild populations.

In addition to the previously stated reasons for preserving genetic diversity, two

current issues in population management are addressed. First, the proposed method for se-

lecting individuals could potentially increase the success rate for reintroduced populations

by supplying the wild population with more genetically diverse individuals. The success rate

is currently very low (13%), although the definition of success is debatable [14]. Second,

even in captive populations that allow for control over mate selection, unplanned births

are problematic. Cronin, Mitchell, Lonsdorf, and Thompson [9] evaluated births and the

results of transfers in 35 captive species and found that approximately 50% of births across

species resulted from non-recommended pairings. In this setting, ensuring maximal genetic

diversity in captive subpopulations would make these births less detrimental to the popula-

tion as a whole. Also, an optimization model is desirable because optimal solutions can be
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identified and additional constraints such as maximum allowable transportation costs are

easily incorporated.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Overview

This section introduces the basic principles behind measuring genetic diversity

through pedigree analysis. A major assumption of this method is that the genetic diversity

under consideration is for traits unaffected by selection; changes in genetic diversity are

random and do not convey an advantage or disadvantage to the species. Accordingly, all

genotypes for traits of this type have equal survivorship. As previously mentioned, the

genetic diversity mostly of conservation interest is for that of adaptive traits and traits

related to fecundity. These traits are heavily influenced by selection and also by many genic

and environmental factors. The measurement of these types of traits may vary continuously

across the population, and are termed quantitative traits [27].

This is an obvious dichotomy between theory and practice. Kimura [19] introduced

the neutral theory, which hypothesizes that most genetic variation present in populations

is neutral or nearly neutral; so that, as asserted by Lacy, Ballou, Princée, Starfield, and

Thompson [23], “models of change in neutral variation serve as an adequate baseline for

overall genetic change in a population” (p. 58). Estimates of neutral variation are also

expected to be an indication of quantitative variation in captive populations because effects

of selection are minimized in captive populations due to a lack of environmental stressors

[23]. Still, the relationship between factors affecting neutral and quantitative variation re-

mains unclear [32]. Montgomery et al. [25] used replicate inbred populations of Drosophila

melanogaster and provided empirical evidence that using pedigree analysis to manage ge-
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netic diversity best preserved microsatellite gene diversities. Another interesting assertion

of the neutral theory is that the great majority of evolutionary changes at the molecular

level are not caused by selection but by random drift of neutral genes [19]. A discussion of

random drift follows in a subsequent section.

The following theory is applied to genetic diversity of one autosomal (not a sex

chromosome) locus for which there is no selection, mutation, or linkage occurs among al-

leles, and alleles follow Mendelian segregation. Because alleles present at different loci are

independent, the results for the amount of genetic diversity at one locus can be applied to

all other loci that obey these same principles.

2.2 Measures of Genetic Diversity for an Ideal Population

In a diploid species, each individual possesses two alleles per locus on each pair

of chromosomes; one allele is inherited from each parent. Therefore an individual is either

homozygous at a particular locus, or has two of the same alleles, or is heterozygous, has two

different alleles. Genetic diversity of single loci can be measured as observed and expected

heterozygosity, and as the number of distinct alleles present [15].

Observed heterozygosity (Ho), or the proportion of observed heterozygotes in a

sample, is determined by genotyping randomly sampled individuals at a particular locus.

Frequencies for each allele and genotype can then be calculated. For some populations,

the Hardy-Weinberg Principle provides a method for extrapolating these results to predict

the heterozygosity of the entire population. This law is a mathematical model of genotype

frequencies in an ideal population for a locus that does not undergo genetic drift, mutation,

selection, or gene migration. An ideal population in this case is a closed population of

constant, large size with random mating occurring among individuals. In such a population,

allelic frequencies will remain the same from generation to generation; therefore predicted

or “expected” and observed heterozygosities are equivalent [15].

Expected Heterozygosity (He) is the probability that two genes at a given locus,

selected at random from the relevant population(s), will be different [22], [26]. If the locus

is in Hardy Weinberg equilibrium the distribution of frequencies for all genotypes can be

mathematically expressed as a binomial (for two alleles) or multinomial (for multiple alleles)

distribution. In this context, there are two independent trials and random variables are
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defined as Xl = the number of times allele Al is observed. Accordingly, if there exists

alleles A1, ..., AL,with frequencies q1, ..., qL respectively, the frequency of AlAl genotypes is

q2
l while the frequency of AlAm genotypes is 2qlqm (l, m = 1, ..., L and l 6= m). Therefore

the total expected frequency of heterozygotes is
∑

l 6=m qlqm or equivalently, 1−
∑L

l=1 q2
l [26].

As previously stated Hardy Weinberg equilibrium can only be applied to large,

randomly mating populations when there are no perturbing forces on allele and genotype

frequencies; although deviations from Hardy Weinberg equilibrium due to one or several

of these factors can be mathematically quantified. A locus in a population that is not

considered ideal may still be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium if the population is relatively

large and mating is near random. To test if a locus in such a population is in Hardy

Weinberg equilibrium, a chi-squared test is performed on the observed genotype frequencies

in the sample. If differences are not significant, then the expected heterozygosity of the

population is 1−
∑L

l=1 q̂2
l , where allele frequencies, q̂l, are gathered from the sample [15].

Hardy Weinberg equilibrium is not directly applicable to many captive popula-

tions due to small population sizes and the violation of random mating. Genetic drift and

inbreeding are two catalysts of genetic diversity loss; both have a minimal effect on the

loss of genetic diversity in large, randomly mating populations but are the most significant

causes of genetic diversity loss in small or fragmented randomly mating populations. In

this respect, the expected heterozygosity of a small, nonrandom mating population will be

significantly less than that predicted by the Hardy Weinberg law.

Genetic drift is the process of random change in allele frequencies. Each offspring

receives two alleles, one allele randomly sampled from each parent. As a result, allele

frequencies vary throughout generations. In randomly mating populations, the expected

frequency of each allele averaged over many populations stays constant through time, but

the variance of allele frequencies increases. This is due to the mechanisms of sampling.

The population structure of a typical captive population is such that the overall

population is divided into several to hundreds of subpopulations; where each subpopulation

exists in a zoo or the wild. This population structure leads to the violation of random

breeding as the gene flow between zoo facilities and supplied to wild populations is left up

to managers. This is rarely done randomly.

If the captive population is wisely managed, individuals are transferred and bred to

produce an avoidance of close inbreeding; while mismanagement or a lack thereof, leads to
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increased inbreeding. Mismanagement occurs when managers unknowingly transfer related

individuals among facilities. A lack of management is typified by groups of individuals

kept in isolation among zoos and left to breed freely causing inbreeding to occur at an

increased rate. Only recently has attention been given to preserving genetic diversity in

captive populations, as many were not managed until the 1980’s [15]. The management

strategy suggested in this thesis and by others ([3], [22]), in addition to maximizing genetic

diversity in future generations, also attempts to rectify past losses in heterozygosity.

Another factor that exacerbates losses in genetic diversity in captive populations

of endangered species is that most are founded by a small number of individuals, called

founders. According to Frankham, Ballou, and Briscoe [15], a minimum of 20-30 founders

are needed to capture the genetic diversity in the base population. Currently there are

many species that stem from a far less number of founders than this minimum; such as the

Arabian Oryx, black-footed ferret, European bison, California condor, Guam rail, and the

Przewalski’s horse. The California condor population will be further considered.

2.3 Measure of Genetic Diversity for a Finite, Nonrandom

Mating Population

To review, a measure of genetic diversity for a neutral locus is expected heterozy-

gosity. For an ideal population, this is He = 1−
∑L

l=1 q2
l . For a finite, nonrandom mating

population (therefore one in which genotypes do not follow Hardy Weinberg equilibrium

frequencies) expected heterozygosity is termed gene diversity (GD) by Nei [26]. All other

assumptions are assumed to be true. A commonly used maximum likelihood estimator of

gene diversity is d̂t = 1−
∑L

l=1 q̂2
l,t [18]. The interest herein is to quantify gene diversity for

N considered pedigreed individuals alive at time t. The expectation of the estimator d̂t,

sampling two alleles out of the N individuals alive at time t is

GDt = E(d̂t) = 1−
L∑

l=1

E(q̂2
l,t). (2.1)

The notation used by Lacy (1995), GDt, is used instead of E(d̂t). To calculate
∑

l E(q̂2
l,t),

the work of Cockerham [6] will be closely followed.

First, random variables, yiln, are introduced. Let yiln = 1 if individual i possesses

allele Al in the nth position and yiln = 0 otherwise. For diploid individuals, n = 1, 2. In
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this way, the order of alleles, for a particular locus, is differentiated within individuals.

The population under consideration consists of the N living individuals recorded in the

pedigree so that i = 1, ..., N . Due to the assumptions and theory previously stated, there

are no perturbing forces acting on expected allele frequencies as averaged over many groups

of individuals. Therefore, the probability that individual i inherits allele Al in position n

remains constant through generations. Then, E(yiln) = ql,0, where ql,0 is the frequency of

allele Al in the base generation (t = 0). Also,E(y2
iln) = ql,0 because y2

iln = yiln. Then from

the definition of variance, V ar(yiln) = ql,0(1− ql,0).

From this basis, the following covariances will be considered; the covariance be-

tween frequencies of allele Al in positions n = 1 and n = 2 within a particular individual and

the covariance between frequencies of allele Al from a particular pair of individuals. From

these developments, the expected proportion of homozygotes for allele Al will be calculated

for the group of N individuals under consideration.

At the individual level, yil1 ∗ yil2 = 1, only if yil1and yil2 are both 1; therefore

E(yil1yil2) = prob(individual i is homozygous for allele Al)∗1. The probability is calculated

by considering the two possibilities an individual is homozygous; either the individual in-

herited the same allele from two different ancestors, the two alleles are identical by state

(IBS), or the individual received two of the same alleles from the same ancestor by way of

inbreeding, the alleles are identical by descent (IBD) The probability individual i contains

alleles identical by descent is denoted fi, and is called the inbreeding coefficient [12]. fi is

calculated from a pedigree and this will be illustrated in a later section. So that,

prob(yil1 = 1, yil2 = 1) = prob(individual i is IBS for allele Al)

+prob(individual i is IBD for allele Al)

= ql,0 ∗ ql,0(1− fi) + ql,0 ∗ fi.

It then follows,

Cov(yil1yil2) = E(yil1yil2)− Eyil1Eyil2 = fi ∗ ql,0(1− ql,0).

This relationship demonstrates the correlation between the frequency of allele Al

at position 1 and frequency of allele Al at position 2 is fi. Next, consider the relationship

between frequencies of allele Al, in the first allele position in two individuals, i and j. The
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quantity, yil1 ∗ yjl1 = 1, only if both individuals contain allele Al at position 1. Similar

to the previous argument, this can happen if the allele Al shared by the two individuals

is IBD or IBS. Just as fi is the probability an individual is IBD for a random allele, kij

is the probability that two randomly chosen alleles, one from individual i and one from

individual j, are IBD. Thus, kij = kji. This probability, called the kinship coefficient

between individuals i and j, comes from pedigree analysis and will be calculated for all

pairs of individuals [12]. The kinship coefficient is the inbreeding coefficient of the pair’s

offspring. Therefore,

prob(yil1 = 1, yjl1 = 1) = prob(individuals i & j share allele Al IBS at position 1)

+prob(individuals i & j share allele Al IBD at position 1)

= ql,0 ∗ ql,0(1− kij) + ql,0 ∗ kij .

Due to the independent inheritance of allele Al for each position within an individ-

ual and the definition of kinship coefficient, this probability is the same for any two chosen

positions so that,

prob(yil1 = 1, yjl1 = 1) = prob(yil1 = 1, yjl2 = 1) = prob(yil2 = 1, yjl1 = 1) (2.2)

= prob(yil2 = 1, yjl2 = 1)

Consequently,

Cov(yil1yjl1) = Cov(yil1yjl2) = Cov(yil2yjl1) = Cov(yil2yjl2)

= E(yil1yjl1)− Eyil1Eyjl1 = kij ∗ ql,0(1− ql,0).

As above, the kinship between two individuals, kij , is the correlation between the frequency

of a random allele chosen from one individual with the frequency of a randomly selected

allele from the other individual [6].

To find the expected proportion of homozygotes for allele Al in the group of N

living individuals at time t, consider first,

q̂l,t =
∑N

i=1

∑2
n=1 yiln

2N
(2.3)
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Then,

E(q̂2
l,t) = E

(∑N
i=1

∑2
n=1 yiln

2N

)2
 (2.4)

Written equivalently as,

1
4N2

E

(
N∑

i=1

2∑
n=1

yiln ∗
N∑

i=1

2∑
n=1

yiln

)

=
1

4N2

(
N∑

i=1

2∑
n=1

E(yilnyiln) + 2
N∑

i=1

E(yil1yil2)

)

+
1

2N2

 N∑
i=j+1

N−1∑
j=1

2∑
m=1

2∑
n=1

E(yilnyjlm)



=
1

4N2

(
2Nql,0 + 2

(
N∑

i=1

Cov(yil1yil2) +
N∑

i=1

E(yil1)E(yil2)

))

+
1

2N2

N∑
i=j+1

N−1∑
j=1

2∑
m=1

2∑
n=1

Cov(yilnyjlm)

+
1

2N2

N∑
i=j+1

N−1∑
j=1

2∑
m=1

2∑
n=1

E(yiln)E(yjlm)

=
1

2N2

(
Nql,0 + (ql,0 − q2

l,0) ∗
N∑

i=1

fi + Nq2
l,0

)

+
1

N2

(ql,0 − q2
l,0) ∗ 2

N∑
i=j+1

N−1∑
j=1

kij + N(N − 1)q2
l,0



=
(ql,0 − q2

l,0)
(

1
2

∑N
i=1(1 + fi) + 2

∑N
i=j+1

∑N−1
j=1 kij

)
N2

+ q2
l,0

The quantity below, MKt, is termed the average mean kinship of the group of N individuals

alive at time t (this quantity is designated as the group coancestry coefficient, Θl, by

Cockerham [6]) and will be further considered in this analysis.

MKt =
1
2

∑N
i=1(1 + fi) + 2

∑N
i=j+1

∑N−1
j=1 kij

N2
(2.5)
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Turning the attention back to finding GDt, let L be the total number of alleles

present in the base population. Then by (2.1),

GDt = 1−
L∑

l=1

E(q̂2
l,t) (2.6)

GDt =

(
1−

L∑
l=1

q2
l,0

)
∗ (1−MKt) (2.7)

Further simplification is achieved by substituting GD0 = 1−
∑L

l=1 q2
l,0. Giving the

following,

GDt

GD0
= 1−MKt (2.8)

GDt/GD0 is referred to as proportional gene diversity and represents the measure

of genetic variation within the population relative to the base population [22].

Another quantity worth noting is the variance of the frequency of some allele Al

at time t.

var(q̂l,t) = MKt ∗ ql,0(1− ql,0), (2.9)

Equivalently stated as

var(q̂l,t) =
(

1 + f

2N
+

N − 1
N

k

)
ql,0(1− ql,0), (2.10)

where f is the average inbreeding coefficient among individuals and k is the average kinship

coefficient among all pairs. As Cockerham [6] so succinctly states “the variance among

gene frequencies for neutral genes of groups of individuals depends on the inbreeding and

relatedness of individuals in the group as well as the number of individuals” (p. 73). So that

average mean kinship addresses cumulative loss of genetic diversity throughout generations

lost as a result of inbreeding, as well as genetic drift.

Cockerham [6] asserts that the expected frequency of heterozygotes should reflect

the variation of genes within individuals, whereas proportional gene diversity reflects varia-

tion within and between individuals. Accordingly, Cockerham [6] defines expected frequency

of heterozygotes to be
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2σ2
w = 2ql,0(1− ql,0) ∗ (1− f), (2.11)

where σ2
w is the variance between genes within individuals. An important distinction is that

this definition pertains to a population containing only two alleles.

Proportional gene diversity is a more appropriate metric to use in population

management when considering the following. Average mean kinship is the probability two

randomly sampled alleles from the population are identical by descent [22]. In a simi-

lar sense, as Cockerham [6] and Ballou and Foose [2] allude to, average mean kinship is

the expected mean inbreeding coefficient of N randomly sampled offspring generated from

the random mating of the N considered individuals. In this fashion, selecting individuals

for breeding based on this metric allows one to control expected heterozygosity in future

generations. Therefore, minimizing average mean kinship among breeders maximizes gene

diversity in the next generation.

Mathematically, the relationship between average mean kinship of individuals at

time t and the expected mean inbreeding coefficient of N offspring considered at time t + 1

is,

MKt = E(f t+1). (2.12)

The above definition asserts that the population at time t is randomly mating.

Thus, the application of this definition is limited to populations that are hermaphroditic,

meaning individuals can self-fertilize and there is no separation of sexes. Cockerham [6]

expounded on this definition to account for non-hermaphroditic populations with equal sex

ratios. In this case, MKt = E(f t+2). Also, Cockerham [6] presented a formulation to find

var(q̂l,t) in non-hermaphroditic populations with unequal sex ratio. Herein, it is assumed

the population of interest has equal sex ratio.

Another benefit to using this metric as opposed to one such as the calculation of

gene diversity due solely to genetic drift ( GDt
GD0

= (1− 1
2N )t) is that the calculation of average

mean kinship does not require non-overlapping generations (as is typical in many animal

populations) [22]. Although, the translation of average mean kinship to be the expected

mean inbreeding coefficient of offspring only holds if all individuals have equal probability

of mating and producing surviving offspring. Ballou and Lacy [3] provide an individual

metric similar to mean kinship, called kinship value (defined in Literature Review), that
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accounts for varying reproduction probabilities.

2.4 Pedigree Analysis

The parameters, inbreeding and kinship coefficients, needed to measure propor-

tional gene diversity are deduced from pedigree analysis in the following manner. A recursive

method is used to construct the symmetrical kinship matrix which includes both pairwise

and self kinships. This method accounts for overlapping generations so that the group of

N individuals alive during time t may contain individuals from multiple generations. The

procedure and principle behind this method is presented in a similar manner to that of

Chang et al. [5].

Consider individuals X and Y with alleles xm, xp and ym, yp, denoting the ma-

ternally and paternally inherited allele in each individual. Additionally, let x and y be

random alleles drawn from X and Y respectively (i.e. x = xm or x = xp). Furthermore,

let individuals Mx and Px be the parents of X, and My and Py be the parents of Y. Then,

KXY = prob(a random allele drawn from X is IBD to a random allele drawn from Y )

= prob(x is IBD to ym|y = ym) ∗ prob(y = ym)

+prob(x is IBD to yp|y = yp) ∗ prob(y = yp).

Note: KXY is the kinship coefficient between x and y as kij denoted the kinship coefficient between

i and j in the previous section.

If X is not a direct descendent of Y , the previous statement can be equivalently

expressed as,

KXY =
1
2
prob(x is IBD to a random allele drawn from My)

+
1
2
prob(x is IBD to a random allele drawn from Py).

Thus,

KXY = KY X =
1
2
(KXMy + KXPy). (2.13)

To calculate self kinships, recall the inbreeding coefficient, fX , of individual X

is the kinship coefficient of the individuals parents, KMxPx . Self kinship, KXX , is the
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probability two alleles taken at random from the same individual, with replacement, are

IBD. So that,

KXX = prob(x is IBD to xm|x = xm) ∗ prob(x = xm)

+prob(x is IBD to xp|x = xp) ∗ prob(x = xp).

Equivalently,

KXX =
1
2
(1 + fX) =

1
2
(1 + KMxPx). (2.14)

In this fashion,

MK =

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 Kij

N2
. (2.15)

It is important to clearly define the base population as the inbreeding coefficients,

fi, and kinship coefficients, kij , are measured relative to this population. Setting the base

population as the point of reference means that pedigreed relationships between individuals

in the base population and to individuals in past generations are ignored. Therefore, the

individuals in the base population are assumed to be unrelated and noninbred, or in other

words, have inbreeding and kinship coefficients of zero [12].

If the founders are thought to be related (i.e. all came from the same clutch or

confirmation by molecular analysis), individuals called “analytical founders” may be added

to the pedigree [29]. The addition of these individuals and their hypothetical relationships

to the real founders create a deeper pedigree that accurately reflects the presumed kinships

and self-kinships of the founders. In this scenario, the base population would be defined as

the population from which the parents of the founders originated. This is demonstrated by

Ralls and Ballou [29].

The recursive algorithm in (2.13) can be easily used to construct the kinship matrix

if all offspring follow parents. The base population should be listed first in the kinship

matrix, so that the kinship matrix contains an identity submatrix between these individuals.

But, the value of average mean kinship does not change regardless of whether “analytical

founders” precede the true founders in the kinship matrix or if only true founders are

considered in the kinship matrix, as long as the kinships between the true founders remain

the same. It is beneficial though for other types of genetic analysis to include unrelated

individuals from the base population in the pedigree. For one, the pedigree then lends itself
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for use in gene drop analysis [22]. This type of analysis would be used to estimate the allelic

diversity in the present population.

The inclusion of relationships between founders will increase kinships in following

generations as opposed to using unrelated founders. It is usually assumed, due to a lack of

data, that founders are unrelated and noninbred. Consequently, proportional gene diversity

may be an overestimate.

Another detail worth noting is that it is standard in many population management

programs (GENES, PM2000) for founders to be excluded in the calculation of MK [22].

This allows the metric, proportional gene diversity, to be a reflection of gene diversity

propagated in captivity versus in the wild. The inclusion of wild individuals would lead to

a skewed value as the calculation of the metric is sensitive to outliers. This is ignored in

the presented problem instance as there were only a small number of wild individuals in the

pedigree. Also the goal of the example is to demonstrate the selection of individuals rather

than produce an accurate assessment of gene diversity within the population.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 Mean Kinship in Population Management

Ballou and Lacy [3] were the first to use the concept of mean kinship and aver-

age mean kinship to identify genetically valuable individuals. Therein, mean kinship for

individual i, denoted mki, is defined as

mki =

∑N
j=1 kij

N
, (3.1)

where N is the total number of living individuals and kij is the kinship between individuals

i and j as previously described.

This metric provides a way to rank an individual based on its relatedness to all

living individuals and its inbreeding coefficient. An individual’s mean kinship illustrates its

genetic importance among other individuals, whereas average mean kinship describes the

genetic diversity of an entire group.

The authors also suggested an iterative approach, using average mean kinship,

to manage breeding in five simulated pedigrees. They found this method to outperform

several other breeding strategies in both retention of heterozygosity and allelic diversity.

This approach involved first ranking individuals by mean kinship and selecting the male

and female with the lowest such value to produce one offspring. Then mean kinship was

recalculated for each individual with respect to the added individual. This procedure is

continued until the number of desired offspring is reached. This assumes complete control

over breeding and also the survival of all offspring.
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Haig, Ballou, and Derrickson [16] compared several selection schemes – one closely

resembled minimizing average mean kinship – for the purpose of creating a genetically

diverse group of individuals. Some selection criteria were based on reproductive fitness,

maximizing an empirical measure of variation using molecular data, equalizing founder con-

tribution, maximizing allelic diversity, and maximizing founder genome equivalents (FGE).

The number of founder genome equivalents, was originally defined by Lacy [21], and as

it is used by Haig et al. [16] is related to average mean kinship by FGE ≈ 1
2MK

[22].

Under the genetic criteria, individuals were chosen based on simulated genotypes. To eval-

uate the success of each selection option, genotypes of hypothetical offspring of the selected

individuals were simulated and compared. The heterozygosity and allelic diversity of simu-

lated offspring of the individuals selected by maximizing FGE compared favorably against

other selection criteria. This study, however, does not consider the effects of the removal of

individuals on the source population.

3.2 The Consideration of Genetic Trade-offs

Few publications consider the effects of transferring individuals on both the source

and destination populations. Two such studies by Earnhardt [11] and Ralls and Ballou [29]

selected individuals based on mean kinship. Earnhardt [11] compared several strategies for

selecting individuals for reintroduction using a metric directly related to average mean kin-

ship to measure genetic trade-offs between captive and wild populations of several species.

The genetic-based selection schemes involved ranking individuals according to mean kinship

and selecting those for reintroduction that were either genetically detrimental or genetically

valuable to the source population. For all species, neither method simultaneously benefited

both populations. In other words, the average mean kinship of one population was less

than that of the original population before the removal of individuals. Also, both meth-

ods resulted in very low genetic diversity within one of the created populations. This is

expected, as an improved selection strategy would simultaneously consider kinships be-

tween all selected individuals and the effect of removing those individuals from the source

population.

Ralls and Ballou [29] illustrated a method that allows for the quantification of

genetic importance of each individual within both the source and destination populations
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and shows how this amount is dependent upon previously chosen individuals. This is

accomplished by using MetaMK. This program measures the effect of transferring a specific

individual on the proportional gene diversity in both the source and destination populations

[1]. Using this program, individuals are chosen iteratively based on given criteria (i.e.

minimize genetic loss within the source population; maximize genetic gain in the destination

or source population; and a combination thereof, etc.). The downside of using such an

iterative method is that, even by sorting the individuals according to certain criteria, an

optimal solution is not apparent. There may be many individuals that satisfy given criteria.

Therefore, trial and error must be used to distinguish between choices but it still does not

guarantee finding an optimal solution. MetaMK is explained in further detail and the

program’s performance is compared to that of the proposed model in the Results and

Computation section.

Ralls and Ballou [29] utilized MetaMK to manage transfers between all California

condor subpopulations, including several preexisting wild populations. Different selection

strategies were employed to best accomplish various goals. Several of these selection schemes

are further discussed in the Results and Computation section of this thesis. The result of

the placement of all individuals on the overall genetic diversity among all populations was

not quantified but Ralls and Ballou [29] state that the total genetic diversity within all

populations was increased.

3.3 The Use of Optimization Techniques in Population Man-

agement

When optimization techniques are employed, the focus changes from considering

genetic importance of all individuals to considering the genetic importance of all sets of

individuals. By using optimization models, the genetic composition of all possible groups

of d individuals are evaluated, where d is the given number of individuals to be transferred,

and an optimal solution, if one exists, can be identified.

Kostreva, Ogryczak, and Tonkyn [20], were among the first to apply an optimiza-

tion model to identifying individuals for transfer. The goal of this model was to adjust

founder contribution within the living individuals, as opposed to using mean kinship. The

contribution of a particular founder to the current generation is the total of all kinships be-
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tween the founder and each living individual. Founder contribution varies among founders

as some lines are bred more than others leading to the over- and under- representation of

founder lines.

The model proposed by Kostreva, Ogryczak, and Tonkyn [20] is an integer pro-

gram that selects a group of individuals for reintroduction that more evenly represents

all founders. Specifically, the model identifies the group of individuals that contains the

greatest representation of the founder with the lowest founder contribution. This method

increases the representation of underrepresented founders but does not adjust for over-

represented founders. An attempt to equalize founder contribution, however, is no longer

recommended in population management. From the concept of “target founder contribu-

tion” presented by Ballou and Foose [2], managing according to minimizing average mean

kinship best adjusts founder representation. Average mean kinship is minimized when each

founder’s contribution is proportional to the number of their unique alleles surviving in the

population [2]. This assures the greatest heterozygosity.

Minimizing weighted average mean kinship by way of an integer program model

is employed by Fernández, Toro, and Caballero [13] for the purpose of finding the optimal

number of progeny individuals should contribute. The concept of their model is based on

the iterative approach presented by Ballou and Lacy [3]. This is done by minimizing the

sum of all weighted kinships such that kinship between two individuals is multiplied by the

product of the number of gametes to be generated by each individual. The conception of

one individual requires two gametes, or reproductive cells (i.e. sperm, egg). The decision

variables are vj , the number of gametes to be generated by individual j. The objective

function first considered by Fernández, Toro, and Caballero [13] is

min
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

kijvivj. (3.2)

Due to the mathematical complexity of this model, a heuristic (simulated anneal-

ing) is used to find a close approximation to the global minimum.
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Chapter 4

Model Formulations

When faced with the task of creating new wild or captive populations, zoo man-

agers recognize the necessity of managing genetic diversity within populations, but the

sizable number of choices creates the need for a decision making tool. Without such a tool

there is a total of
(
N
d

)
number of selection schemes, when selecting d individuals out of N

individuals. This number quickly increases with population size and demand.

Herein, genetic diversity of a group of individuals is measured by that group’s

average mean kinship, due to the relationships previously stated. The objective of the

following formulations is to select individuals for transfer such that average mean kinship

within the source and destination populations is minimized. First, an intuitive formulation

is presented for the simplest case where a group of individuals are transferred to a site

in which no other individuals exist. This model is mathematically complex in that it

involves a nonlinear objective function as well as a nonlinear constraint. This is especially

problematic given a large number of integer variables; which is typical for the presented

problem. An alternative but equivalent model follows; this model is linear thereby reducing

computational complexity.

In all formulations, the solution must satisfy two core constraints; the number of

selected individuals must satisfy a given demand and the resulting average mean kinship

of the source population must be less than or equal to that of the transfer site. The latter

constraint was chosen on both a biological and a computational basis. As the demand

increases, it is possible that several different groups of transferred individuals result in the

same total average mean kinship. By adding this constraint, the source population’s gene
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diversity is less affected by the transfer. Computationally, this constraint decreases run

time by decreasing the number of equivalent solutions.

Two extensions of the model follow. The first is formulated to allow for a specified

demographic composition of the transferred individuals; while the other includes an altered

objective function and constraints to account for the existence of other individuals in the

transfer site.

4.1 Assumptions

The assumptions for the proposed model can be summarized as follows:

• The parentage for all individuals is known and individuals originating from wild pop-

ulations are unrelated and noninbred.

• All individuals in the source population can be transferred.

• The kinships between and within all individuals contained in the kinship matrix are

considered in the calculation of average mean kinship of relevant populations.

• The total number of individuals in the source population that are to be selected for

transfer is fixed.

4.2 Parameters

Most of the data needed to solve the stated objective for all proposed models are

based on a complete pedigree comprised of N living individuals. This includes C individuals

currently residing in the source site and T individuals present in the transfer site. Each

individual is assigned a unique studbook number at birth; S shall denote the set of studbook

numbers of all N living individuals, where N = C +T and S = [s1,s2, ..., sN ]. An element of

S refers to a particular individual, si. The order of the elements of S will change depending

upon the model formulation.

The kinship matrix, K, (also termed additive genetic variance-covariance matrix )

is an N×N symmetric matrix that contains kinship values for each living pair of individuals,

including self kinships. The rows and columns of K are ordered according to the set S. For

instance for S=[1, 103, 11, ..., 99], k12 is the kinship coefficient of individuals #1 and #103.
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All of the following formulations require that a fixed number of individuals, d, be

transferred from the source population to the transfer site.

4.3 Notation for decision variables

The decision as to which individuals shall be selected for transfer can be repre-

sented as a 1-by-C solution vector, x, containing C binary variables in the form xi . An

element, xi , equals one if the individual, si, is chosen for transfer from the source site to

the transfer site; xi is equal to zero otherwise.

In this fashion, the kinship between two individuals should be counted toward

average mean kinship of the source site, MKSOURCE , only if both are not chosen for

transfer; and the kinship between these two individuals should be counted toward average

mean kinship of the transfer site, MKTRANSFER, if both are selected for transfer. The

kinship between two individuals will not be counted if one individual is selected for transfer

and one is not. In this situation, it is assumed the two individuals reside in different

subpopulations and can not breed; therefore the pair will not contribute to the genetic

diversity of future generations.

4.4 Nonlinear Model

This model accurately reflects the goal of minimizing average mean kinship within

the source and transfer sites when no other individuals exist in the destination site prior to

transfer; therefore T = 0 and equivalently N = C.

min
x

f(x) (4.1)

where

f(x) = MKSOURCE + MKTRANSFER (4.2)

According to definition (2.15),

f(x) =
1

(N − d)2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

kij(1− xi)(1− xj) +
1
d2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

kijxixj (4.3)
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subject to
1

(N − d)2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

kij(1− xi)(1− xj) ≤
1
d2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

kijxixj

N∑
i=1

xi = d

and

xi ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, ..., N. (4.4)

4.5 Linear Model

Expansion of the objective function, f , of the original model leads to

f(x) =
[(N − d)2 + d2]

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 kijxixj

d2 × (N − d)2
−(∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 kijxi +

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 kijxj

)
−
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 kij

(N − d)2
(4.5)

The terms
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 kijxi and

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 kijxj are equivalent due to the symmetry of

the K matrix. Also a new variable zij is introduced such that,

zij = xixj (4.6)

Therefore, zij ∈ {0, 1} such that zij = 1 only when xi = 1 and xj = 1, otherwise zij = 0.

To avoid introducing a nonlinear constraint, the following set of 3 × N2 linear constraints

may be substituted,

zij ≤ xi ∀ i = 1, ...N, j = 1, ..., N

zij ≤ xj ∀ i = 1, ...N, j = 1, ..., N

zij ≥ xi + xj − 1 ∀ i = 1, ...N, j = 1, ..., N.
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Additionally, the substitution results in N(N − 1) new variables. This leads to the formu-

lation of the linear model,

min
x

f ′(x) (4.7)

where

f
′
(x) = [(N − d)2 + d2]

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

kijzij − 2d2
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

kijxi (4.8)

subject to

N2 − 2Nd

d2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

kijzij ≥
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

kij − 2
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

kijxi (4.9)

N∑
i=1

xi = d (4.10)

zij ≤ xi ∀ i = 1, ...N, j = 1, ..., N (4.11)

zij ≤ xj ∀ i = 1, ...N, j = 1, ..., N (4.12)

zij ≥ xi + xj − 1 ∀ i = 1, ...N, j = 1, ..., N (4.13)

and

xi ∈ {0, 1}, for i = 1, ..., N. (4.14)

zij ∈ {0, 1}, for i = 1, ..., N, j = 1, ..., N (4.15)

4.6 Model Extensions

4.6.1 Demography

Demography, especially in reintroduced groups, is extremely important in maxi-

mizing reproductive potential. For the first extension, demographic data on the current

population are utilized so that sex ratio and age distribution within the transferred group

may be specified in the model’s constraints. After reordering the set of individuals, S, the

model follows closely to the previous model (4.7). The set S shall be reordered such that

males precede females; or S = [s1, ..., sm, sm+1, ..., sm+f ], where m is the total number of

males and f is the total number of females. Furthermore, each sex group will be ordered
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by age. This should be straightforward as individuals are given a studbook number based

on their acquisition date; so that studbook numbers follow chronological order. Problems

do arise, however, if studbooks of the same captive species are kept by multiple studbook

keepers with different numbering systems, or if the living population contains individuals

that were born outside of the population.

This formulation then easily lends itself to the addition of constraints that specify

the number of males and females of certain ages to select. The objective function and most

other constraints remain the same as those previously presented in (4.7). One difference is

if the number of males and females are specified, the demand constraint (4.10) is obsolete.

Again, this is assuming there are no other individuals at the transfer site.

4.6.2 Occupation of Transfer Site

The final formulation presented herein considers when individuals are present at

the transfer site. In this scenario, T 6= 0, and kinships among those present in the destination

population and between individuals in the source population and those in the destination

population must be accounted for. First, the set S must be reordered such that S =

[s1, ..., sC , sC+1, ..., sT+C ]. In this manner, individuals in the source population (total=C)

precede those present in the transfer site (total=T ). From here, the K matrix can be

divided as illustrated:

K =
[
C × C | C × T

T × C | T × T

]
The formulation for the average mean kinship within the source population after

transfers remains the same as described in (4.3). This is not the case with the average

mean kinship of the transfer site since the addition of new individuals must be taken into

consideration. The total kinships within and between all individuals in the transfer site

after the addition of selected individuals can be partitioned into the following summations:

the total kinship (including self kinships) among those present in the destination popula-

tion prior to transfers, the total kinship between transferred individuals and those in the

destination population, and the total kinships (including self kinships) among selected in-

dividuals. Average mean kinship can then be straightforwardly computed by dividing this

amount by (T + d)2. The objective function can be expressed intuitively as,
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min g(x) =
1

(C − d)2

C∑
i=1

C∑
j=1

kij(1− xi)(1− xj) + (4.16)

1
(T + d)2

 T+C∑
i=C+1

T+C∑
j=C+1

kij + 2
T+C∑

i=C+1

C∑
j=1

kijxj +
C∑

i=1

C∑
j=1

kijxixj


The definition of decision variables remains the same. This expression can then be

handled in a similar manner to that of the original nonlinear model regarding simplification

and the use of the substitution presented in (4.6). The constraint (4.9) is no longer appro-

priate, but a related constraint would be one that requires the new average mean kinship

of the source site to be less than or equal to the average mean kinship prior to transfers.
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Chapter 5

Problem Instance

Data pertaining to the California condor pedigree are applied to the nonlinear

and linear models presented in (4.3) and (4.7), respectively. Neither of these formulations

considers demographic data or the existence of other individuals at the transfer site. A

description of the data precedes the results. Solutions are obtained by running the afore-

mentioned models in Ilog OPL Development Studio (version 10) on a 2.13 GHz Intel Core2

computer with 2046 MB of memory. Lastly, a comparison between the performance of the

linear integer programming (IP) model and MetaMk is presented.

5.1 Data Description

Michael Mace, Studbook Keeper of the California condor, provided parentage,

births, and deaths of all California condors as of September 10, 2007 [24]. The first individ-

uals included in the studbook are the 14 founders; the first of which was taken into captivity

in February 1967 and was still living as of September 10, 2007. In total, there were 173

living individuals as of this date. The program, PM2000, was used to construct the kinship

matrix [28]. The file required by PM2000 (.ped) was one that contained information on

individuals accurate as of June 9, 2005. Because of the demonstrative purpose of this case

study, these data were used in lieu of more recent data. Therefore, the results presented

hereafter are relevant to the population as of June 9, 2005, which consisted of 150 living

individuals. This population size is comparable to that of the more recent population and

also to the size of many other captive endangered species populations [11]. A sample of the
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data is contained in Appendix I.

These data contain individuals that reside in three wild populations and ten captive

populations. In this problem instance, all of these individuals are considered to belong to the

source population and are therefore equally likely to be transferred. This is unrealistic for

those in wild populations but there were only a few of these wild individuals (five) included

in the analysis. Also, the sex ratio of the considered population was approximately equal

(73 females and 77 males) so that the calculation of gene diversity as previously presented

is appropriate. Finally, all 14 founders were included in the analysis.

5.2 Results and Computation

To calculate kinships, PM2000 uses the recursive algorithm presented in (2.13)

and (2.14) and assumes all individuals with wild parents are noninbred and unrelated to

each other. The kinship matrix was exported in an Excel spreadsheet to be readily called

by Ilog OPL. The original model presented in (4.1), the linear model presented in (4.7), and

a simplified linear model (described below), were encoded in Ilog OPL using data and code

presented in Appendices I and II, respectively. This program uses the powerful optimization

solver, Cplex, to generate solutions to linear, integer, and quadratic programming problems.

First, for comparison purposes, all three models were executed with the same data

and a demand of five transferred individuals (d = 5). The original (nonlinear) model was

run for over an hour without producing an optimal solution. Upon termination, Ilog OPL

found eight feasible solutions with a best integer solution value of .15198 and 7648 remaining

branch and bound nodes. The linear model, (4.7), was then run. It should be noted that

the objective function producing the true value of the sum of average mean kinships was

alternatively used. This being,

min f(x) =
1

d2 × (N − d)2

[(N − d)2 + d2]
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

kijzij

 (5.1)

+
1

(N − d)2

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

kij − 2
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

kijxi

 .

Compared to the objective function of the linear model presented in (4.8), the function

(5.1) includes additional constants for the purpose of clearly illustrating the differences in
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Table 5.1: Performance of the original model (Model 1), linear model (Model 2), and the
simplified linear model (Alt. Mod. 2) in Ilog OPL for d=5.

Model 1 Model 2 Alt. Mod. 2

Branch and Bound Nodes: 8685 301 0

Best Feasible Solution Value: .15195 .15151 .15151

Elapse Time: 3740.89s 197.53s 28.10s

performance between the IP model and MetaMK. Using the same function, f , for both

models assures equal objective function values for a given vector, x. The linear model

was run to completion in Ilog OPL and optimal value of .15151 was found in about three

minutes.

For the linear model, an observation of the nature of term coefficients within the

objective function and constraints leads to an alternative formulation. If the constraints that

ensure zij = 0 when xi = xj = 0, (4.11) and (4.12), are removed, the remaining constraints

and objective function are not altered; therefore, the x solution vector remains the same,

although the Z matrix will change. To clarify, the coefficients of zij terms in both the

objective function (4.8) and constraint (4.9), kij , is greater than or equal to zero, while the

coefficient of the xi term is less than or equal to zero. As a result, if kij > 0, zij = 1 only to

satisfy the constraint that zij = 1 when xi = xj = 1, (4.13). Alternatively when kij = 0, zij

can equal 0 or 1, but in this instance, values of zij are inconsequential. Hence by removing

constraints (4.11) and (4.12), the relationship zij = xixj no longer holds indefinitely but

the objective function value and x solution vector remain unchanged. Relatively simple

adjustments to the objective function will allow for the initial relationship, zij = xixj , to be

upheld when the aforementioned constraints are removed. Herein, the simplified formulation

of the linear model includes the true value objective function in (5.1) and constraints (4.9),

(4.13) - (4.15).

The removal of constraints (4.11) and (4.12) did indeed decrease the runtime.

Running this simplified formulation when d = 5 produced the same optimal value and x

vector as the linear model but in less elapse time (≈ 30 sec.). In this instance, the model

did not require the exploration of any branch and bound nodes because the solution to the

linear relaxation was integer. Results are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Relative distance from the lower bound with respect to time for (a) the original
linear IP model and (b) the simplified linear IP model when d = 10.

The optimal solution of the two linear models is to select and transfer the group

of individuals with studbook numbers 27, 31, 32, 36, and 45. This gives MKSOURCE

and MKTRANSFER of 0.05151 and 0.10, respectively. The average mean kinship of the

transfer population, 0.10, is the absolute minimum value for a group of five individuals.

In other words, all pairs of individuals have a kinship value of zero, and a self kinship
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Table 5.2: Performance of the linear model (Model 2) and the simplified linear model (Alt.
Mod. 2) for varying demand. Note: MKS = MKSOURCE , MKT = MKTRANSFER

d = 6 d = 7 d = 8 d = 9 d = 10

MKS .0518 .0522 .0527 .0530 .0527

MKT .0833 .0714 .0625 .0586 .0575

MKS + MKT .1351 .1236 .1152 .1116 .1102

Elapse Time (Model 2) 121.07s 1874.79s - - -

Elapse Time (Alt. Mod. 2) 186.01s 313.49s 447.59s 2674.00s >2h 30s

value of 0.5. Compared to the average mean kinship of the source population prior to

transferring individuals, 0.05157, this solution gives an improvement. To put these values

into perspective, an average mean kinship value of 0.063 is equivalent to the population

being related on average at level of first cousins [29]. Recall that this measure is sensitive

to population size, so that a small group of unrelated individuals may have a relatively high

average mean kinship. In small populations, most individuals will be related after only a

few generations of random mating.

Next, both linear formulations were used to assess the performance of the opti-

mization model with an increase in demand. Results are presented in Table 5.2. Note that

for d = 10, the program was terminated after 2.5 hours; the corresponding solution reflects

the best integer solution found in this time limit. For most instances, the simplified linear

formulation was much more efficient in achieving or coming close to optimality. Figure 5.1

illustrates this graphically by showing how quickly each linear IP formulation converges to

the linear relaxation optimal solution when d = 10. For this reason, the simplified linear

model was used for larger values of d in lieu of the linear model initially proposed.

One observation in Table 5.2 is that, as d increases, the best integer solution lends

decreasing values of the total average mean kinship (MKSOURCE + MKTRANSFER). This

could suggest there is an optimal demand, not considered here, for which gene diversity is

maximized among both populations. If it is feasible to transfer a large group of individuals,

analysis such as this would prove beneficial as there is greater potential to maximize gene

diversity within populations if d is variable.
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5.3 Comparison to MetaMK

As previously stated, MetaMK measures the effect of transferring a specific in-

dividual on the proportional gene diversity in both the source and destination popula-

tions. For each individual, the change in proportional gene diversity relative to the source

and destination populations are denoted as ∆GDA and ∆GDB in MetaMK, respectively.

These values are calculated as the change in proportional gene diversity that would occur

if the individual is transferred to the other population. Specifically, the change in propor-

tional gene diversity of the source population, defined more descriptively as ∆GDSOURCE ,

resulting from the transfer of individual i, is ∆GDSOURCE = GDNEW − GDPRIOR =

(1−MKNEW )− (1−MKPRIOR). GDPRIOR and GDNEW refer to the proportional gene

diversity in the source population before and after individual i is transferred; similarly with

MKPRIOR and MKNEW .

A comparison between the performance of MetaMK when using several different

selection procedures to that of the proposed model follows. The data are the same as

that used in the previous section to compare the IP models. First, a description of how

individuals are selected under each selection strategy, as well as the goal of the proposed

strategy is presented. Then, the results from applying each strategy to the given data and

the comparison to the proposed integer program model are summarized. The first two

selection procedures are similar to those used by Ralls and Ballou [29] and are described

in the context of population management of the California condor. The last is a general,

alternative procedure.

Selection Procedure 1 (SP 1 in Table 5.3): New Captive Population.

This selection procedure was considered by Ralls and Ballou [29] for the purpose of selecting

breeding pairs to establish a new captive population. Herein, this procedure is altered by

selecting individuals rather than pairs. Ralls and Ballou [29] use MetaMK to accomplish

this by first choosing the individual whose removal least affects the gene diversity present in

the source population and iteratively selecting subsequent individuals that lend the greatest

increase in the gene diversity of the new zoo population. Alternatively, if the first individual

is chosen that maximizes genetic gain in the source population, individuals of rare lineages

are selected thereafter as a result. The performed method avoids transferring as many
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genetically valuable individuals. Therefore, there is less of a reduction of gene diversity

within the source population but yet not as much gain in gene diversity within the new zoo

population.

Selection 2 (SP 2 in Table 5.3): Transferring Individuals Between Two

Wild Populations. Ralls and Ballou [29] used the following procedure to place chicks

originating in captivity among two wild populations. The placement of chicks was decided

by arbitrarily assigning all chicks to one wild location, then using MetaMK to relocate

chicks whose removal maximized the average change in gene diversity. Ralls and Ballou [29]

first assigned all chicks to the CA population and transferred chicks to the AZ population

whose removal maximized the average change in gene diversity in CA and AZ. Some chicks

transferred to CA negatively affected the genetic diversity of that population. It was not

made clear, however, if the average mean kinship of this population was increased due to

these transfers.

Selection 3 (SP 3 in Table 5.3): General Method. The goal for this se-

lection strategy is similar to that of Selection Procedure 1, in that it avoids decreasing

the gene diversity of the source population. The method is to first sort the individuals in

the source population by ∆GDTRANSFER, the change in proportional gene diversity of the

destination population given the individual was transferred. Then select the individuals

with the highest ∆GDTRANSFER and ∆GDSOURCE such that ∆GDSOURCE ≥ 0. If two

or more individuals have the same ∆GDTRANSFER and ∆GDSOURCE , the individual with

the highest mean kinship, mk, in captivity is selected. This secondary criterion is also used

in the first two selection strategies but this was not explicitly stated as a criterion used by

Ralls and Ballou [29].

The results in Table 5.3 show that the IP model outperformed the iterative method,

with Selection Procedure 2 producing the smallest difference of .00021. Observe also that

SP 2 increased the average mean kinship of the source population by 0.00015, while SP 3

decreased the mean kinship of the source population but significantly increased that in the

destination population.

If additional individuals are required to transfer, the solution set obtained by

using MetaMK would contain the previously chosen individuals. In general, the time using
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Table 5.3: A summary of the results of each selection method with a comparison to the
linear model (IP Model 2). Note: MKS = MKSOURCE , MKT = MKTRANSFER

IP Model 2 SP 1 SP 2 SP 3

Selected Individuals 27,31,32,36,45 389,33,1,5,31 27,32,33,44,45 44,32,45,76,36

MKS .0515 .0524 .0517 .0512

MKT .1000 .1025 .1000 .1150

MKS+MKT .1515 .1549 .1517 .1662

Table 5.4: Comparison of solutions obtained by the simplified linear model (IP Alt. Mod.
2) and MetaMK (SP 2) for d=10. Note: MKS = MKSOURCE , MKT = MKTRANSFER

IP Alt. Mod. 2 MetaMK SP 2

Selected Individuals 1,120,20,27,31,32,36,44,5,7 27,32,33,44,45,31,36,43,5,1

MKS .0527 .0523

MKT .0575 .0600

MKS+MKT .1102 .1123

MetaMK increases linearly with the number of individuals chosen, although this would

vary with the user and selection criteria. For the considered data set, the time to select one

individual was about 5 seconds; this does not include time spent to initialize the program.

Table 5.4 compares solutions obtained through the simplified linear model (Alt. Mod. 2)

and MetaMK for d = 10.

The solution to the simplified IP model considered in Table 5.4 pertains to the

best feasible solution found at the time of termination (2.5 hrs) as illustrated in Table

5.2. Although optimality was not proven, the IP model again found a better solution than

MetaMK. In this instance, the difference between solutions is more significant (0.0021). The

disadvantage to using the IP model in this case, is that computation time was significantly

greater. It should be noted, however, that the IP model found a feasible solution that lends

an improved objective function value (.11067) compared to that found in MetaMk, in a

little over seven minutes.

In summary, there are several advantages to using the IP model as opposed to

MetaMK. First, without comparison to the optimization model, the performance of the it-
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erative method is unknown as this method does not prove optimality or give a lower bound

for all possible solutions like the IP model. For this problem instance, as confirmed by the

solution to the IP model, SP 2 gives a near optimal solution when d is small. Second, the

time to reach a feasible solution may be much less using MetaMK, but this is not necessarily

true if several individuals equally satisfy the same criteria, such as ∆GDTRANSFER and

∆GDSOURCE . In this case, trial and error is involved in finding a group to transfer as sub-

sequently selected individuals depend upon those previously chosen. Another consideration

is that for these types of management decisions, it is presumed that computation time is

not of major concern.

Another aspect of MetaMK is that it gives users freedom in selecting individuals,

which may lead to beneficial or detrimental management decisions. The results suggest that

SP 2 best achieves the goal of minimizing average mean kinship among two populations.

There may be motivation to use alternative selection procedures, such as those previously

described. The goals of the selection procedure must be thoroughly understood by the user,

as each produces varying solutions. It is much more beneficial to quantify selection criteria

and use the IP model, as constraints can be readily added and the relative distance to the

lower bound can be assessed. Lastly, this iterative method does not protect against user

error. It is quite easy to overlook individuals that best fit given criteria, and as previously

mentioned, this will affect which individuals are subsequently selected. Selecting individuals

becomes a more difficult task as number of criteria increases. User error is much less a factor

with the IP model because unless there is an error in coding, the same model can be run

repeatedly with multiple data sets.

5.4 Model Improvements

It should be noted that to more accurately reflect the goal of managing gene

diversity within populations several modifications should be made. First, as previously

mentioned, individuals past reproductive age should not be included in the calculation of

proportional gene diversity as they no longer contribute to the genetic diversity of future

populations. Also constraints should be added to avoid the selection of certain individuals,

such as founders, from being relocated (i.e. to a wild population) if this is undesirable.

Furthermore it is suggested by Ralls and Ballou [29] that pairs of individuals with differences
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in mean kinship more than 1.5% should be avoided. Therefore, any chosen male and female

should satisfy this constraint.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The objective of this thesis was to provide a straightforward optimization model

for the purpose of maximizing proportional gene diversity within the source and destina-

tion populations, and also to give a comprehensive overview of the statistical theory and

methods in pedigree analysis involved in calculating this measure of genetic diversity. Few

publications present the management practice of minimizing average mean kinship in this

type of framework (but see: [4], [22]). This background knowledge is essential in correctly

applying and interpreting the average mean kinship of a population in the context of pop-

ulation management. As previously mentioned, for this metric, as computed herein, to be

an accurate assessment of gene diversity of future generations many assumptions must be

met. Primarily, mating is random between individuals for which average mean kinship is

computed. In other words, matings are uncontrolled within populations and all individuals

are equally likely to breed and produce offspring. If breeding is controlled to some extent

so that there is an avoidance of inbreeding in the population, the average mean kinship of

the population will give an estimate of the minimum gene diversity of the offspring.

As shown, the optimization approach to the considered problem instance out-

performs the existing iterative method; although as supported by the solution to the IP

model, one selection procedure comes close to optimality when few individuals are selected.

There are several key advantages to using an optimization model in this context, as op-

posed to the iterative method of MetaMK. First, for smaller problem instances optimality

can be achieved within a reasonable amount of time, and at all times the nearness to the

lower bound can be assessed for every feasible solution. As presented, a simplification to
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the presented linear IP model quickly converges to the neighborhood of optimality for the

considered demand values. Furthermore, the optimization model can easily accommodate

additional constraints and may be altered to satisfy problem extensions. Lastly, the use of

the optimization model reduces the risk of user error which is substantial in MetaMK.

The relocation of animals, especially for the purpose of reintroduction, is a complex

process and the best management practice for one species may not be desirable or feasible

for another. The presented models only consider one particular population management

goal and ignore many factors, such as logistic and biological constraints. To identify the

best strategy, managers must define the program goal based on the biology of the species

of interest and the phase of conservation for which the species is in. The following are two

examples of when the present goal could be considered inappropriate. When a species is in

the first stage of reintroduction, due to the uncertainty in survivorship at the reintroduction

site, genetically less valuable animals are transferred until survivorship is more predictable.

Additionally, the presented model would be less applicable to large captive populations,

which are less likely to suffer consequences from genetic losses resulting from transfers.

In a broader scope, modeling problems in population management in an optimiza-

tion framework is a way to consider many factors in a quantitative way, instead of relying

on professional judgment that may overlook optimal solutions. Finding optimal manage-

ment strategies is especially important in conservation programs to best ensure the long

term survival of populations. It is hoped that more optimization models such as this, are

incorporated into decision making processes of species population management.
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Chapter 7

Avenues of Future Research

There are several direct extensions of the proposed model which would be applica-

ble to a wider array of management tasks. The first would allow for individuals to be placed

among more than one transfer sites. The current model with several adjustments could ac-

commodate this, but the resulting increase in the number of decision variables could lead

to substantial computation time for large data sets. Next, the incorporation of measures

of allelic diversity would ensure a proper distribution of founder alleles within subpopula-

tions; average mean kinship does not explicitly account for allele loss, only heterozygosity.

Through the use of gene drop analysis, the amount of a particular founder’s genome sur-

viving in the population can be estimated by performing and averaging many Monte Carlo

pedigree simulations. Additionally, gene drop analysis can provide an individual measure,

termed genomic uniqueness, which gives the frequency of simulations for which that indi-

vidual contained alleles unique to the population. Many population management programs

that base breeding recommendations on the ranking of individuals by mean kinship, also

consider each individual’s genomic uniqueness [3]. This increases the probability that rare

alleles are passed on to following generations. The extent to which minimizing average mean

kinship retains allelic diversity may vary depending on the species’ pedigree. Ralls and Bal-

lou [29] performed gene drop analysis to assess the distribution of founder alleles resulting

from the placement of individuals based on minimizing average mean kinship. They found

that founder alleles were sufficiently represented in all subpopulations.

Another area of needed improvement is finding a measure that gives a more realistic

estimate of genetic diversity within a population. The current measure ignores the diversity
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of linked genes and genetic diversity which is a result of mutations. Wray [36] adapted the

previously presented methods on constructing the kinship matrix to account for the random

effects of mutations and the inheritance of these genes through the pedigree. Furthermore,

Toro et al. [35] incorporated information on molecular genetic markers to find more accurate

estimates of kinship coefficients via Monte Carlo Markov Chains.

Finally, several improvements to the integer program and branch and bound al-

gorithm could result in a more time efficient model. First, generating added constraints

(cuts) which tighten bounds can reduce run time. Furthermore, cuts or further simplifica-

tions which take advantage of the sparsity of the kinship matrix, K, may prove beneficial.

Lastly, one may also produce a more efficient branch and bound algorithm specifically for

this problem that branches on variables more intelligently.
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APPENDIX I: Sample of Data



California Condor Studbook (Partial)

    CALIFORNIA CONDOR Studbook                 Page    3 
                          (Gymnogyps californianus)                           
============================================================================ 
Stud # | Sex | Hatch Date | Sire  | Dam   | Location | Date      | Local ID | Event    | Death Date |Rearing|Tag/Band |Name     | 
================================================================================================================================== 
 
    22    F         ~ 1980       6      10  CALIFORNI       ~ 1980 ______     Hatch                  Parent                       
                                                      ~30 Jun 1980            Death     ~30 Jun 1980                              
 
    23    M         ~ 1981       4       8  CALIFORNI   5 Dec 1982   NONE     Capture                Parent              PAXA     
                                            LOSANGELE   5 Dec 1982 001130     Transfer                                            
                                            SD-WAP     29 Aug 1984 027003     Transfer                                            
                                            PORTLAND   20 Nov 2003 030292     Transfer                                            
 
    24    ?         ~ 1981       3      12  CALIFORNI       ~ 1981 ______     Hatch                  Parent              WGI      
                                                            ~ 1982            Death           ~ 1982                              
 
    25    M         ~ 1982       3      12  CALIFORNI  13 Aug 1982   NONE     Capture                Parent              XOLXOL   
                                            SD-WAP     13 Aug 1982 012173     Transfer                                            
                                            LOSANGELE  28 Mar 1983 001131     Transfer                                            
                                            SD-WAP     29 Aug 1984 012173     Transfer                                            
 
    26    F     ~ Apr 1982       6      10  CALIFORNI   ~ Apr 1982 ______     Hatch                  Parent              BOS      
                                                        ~ Nov 1983            Death       ~ Nov 1983                              
 
    27    M     ~ Apr 1983       4       8  CALIFORNI   4 Aug 1983 CUYAMA     Capture                Parent              CUYAMA   
                                            LOSANGELE   4 Aug 1983 001359     Transfer                                            
                                            BRDS PREY  18 Nov 2003 ______     Transfer                                            
 
    28    M    30 Mar 1983       2      11  SANDIEGOZ  30 Mar 1983 012174     Hatch                  Hand                SISQUOC  
                                            SD-WAP     31 Mar 1983 012174     Transfer                                            
 
    29    F    25 May 1983       2      11  SANDIEGOZ  25 May 1983 012176     Hatch                  Hand                SESPE    
                                            SD-WAP     25 May 1983 012176     Transfer                                            
                                            LOSANGELE  28 Aug 1984 001853     Transfer                                            
                                            SD-WAP      5 Sep 1992 012176     Transfer                                            
 
    30    F     5 Apr 1983       3      12  SANDIEGOZ   5 Apr 1983 012175     Hatch                  Hand                TECUYA   
                                            SD-WAP      6 Apr 1983 012175     Transfer                                            
                                            BRDS PREY  23 Sep 1993 TECUYA     Transfer                                            
 
    31    F     2 Jul 1983       3      12  CALIFORNI   8 Nov 1983 CACHUM     Capture                Parent              CACHUMA  
                                            LOSANGELE   8 Nov 1983 001475     Transfer                                            
                                            SD-WAP      2 Feb 2000 800008     Transfer                                            
 
    32    F    27 May 1983       6      10  SANDIEGOZ  27 May 1983 012177     Hatch                  Hand                ALMIYI   
                                            SD-WAP     28 May 1983 012177     Transfer                                            
 
    33    M    16 May 1984       7       9  CALIFORNI  15 Sep 1984 SEQUOI     Capture                Hand                SEQUOIA  
                                            LOSANGELE  15 Sep 1984 001988     Transfer                                            
 
     

sdallen
Text Box
47
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Kinship Matrix (Partial)
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APPENDIX II: Ilog Cplex Code

Nonlinear Model

/*********************************************
* OPL 5.5 Model
* Author: sdallen
* Creation Date: 10/16/2008 at 4:14 PM
*********************************************/

{int} N = ...; //studbook number of individuals listed in order of
//kinship matrix

int T = ...; //Total number of living individuals
int d = ...; //Wild demand
float kin_val[N][N] = ...; //kinship matrix

dvar boolean x[N]; //1 if x[N] is chosen for transfer;
//0 otherwise

minimize
(sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*x[j]*x[n])/(d*d) +

(sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*(1-x[j])*(1-x[n]))/((T-d)*(T-d));

subject to{
ctdemandismet:
sum (j in N) x[j]==d;

ctmkislessincaptive:
(sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*x[j]*x[n])/(d*d) >=

(sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*(1-x[j])*(1-x[n]))/((T-d)*(T-d));
}
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Linear Model with True Objective Function Value

/*********************************************
* OPL 5.5 Model
* Author: ShanaeDomenica Allen
* Creation Date: 10/20/2008 at 1:13 PM
*********************************************/

{int} N = ...; //studbook number of individuals listed in order of
//kinship matrix

int T = ...; //Total number of living individuals
int d = ...; //Transfer site demand
float kin_val[N][N] = ...; //kinship matrix

dvar boolean x2[N]; //1 if x2[N] is chosen for transfer;
// 0 otherwise

dvar boolean z2[N][N]; // z2[i][j]=x2[i]x2[j]

minimize
(((T-d)*(T-d) +d*d)* sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*z2[j,n]
-(2*d*d)*sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*x2[n]
+d*d*(sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]))/((T-d)*(T-d)*d*d);

subject to{
ctdemandismet:
sum (j in N) x2[j]==d;

ctmkislessincaptive:
((T*T - 2*T*d)/(d*d))*sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*z2[j,n]>=
sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]
- 2*sum (j in N, n in N) kin_val[j,n]*x2[n];

forall( i in N, j in N)
ctz_iszero_when_xi_iszero:

z2[i][j]<=x2[i];

forall( i in N, j in N)
ctz_iszero_when_xj_iszero:

z2[i][j]<=x2[j];
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forall( i in N, j in N)
ctz_isone_when_xixj_isone:

z2[i][j]>= x2[i]+x2[j] -1;
}




